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A new era I leave you with a brief summary of Chapter 1 of the Season 1 industry giants called the new era... In a crusade to rebuild a nation ravaged by civil war, Cornelius Vanderbilt was the first to see the need for union and thus regained his position in the world. He sells his shipping company to invest everything in the railway,
convinced that this is the best strategy to connect the East and West of the United States, as it has never been done before. Episode New Era, episode 1 of Season 1 Giants Of Industry, premiered on television in 2012-10-16 and each episode lasts about 120 minutes to be able to watch this full episode in HD you can use various options,
pay TV or services like Netflix, imitate or torrent. Language: In the Country: U.S. Premiere: 2012-10-16 Duration: 120 mins 7.8/10 Myths and Legends by Jason Weiser tells stories from the myths, legends and folklore that have shaped cultures throughout history. Some are like the stories of Aladdin, King Arthur and Hercules stories you
think you know, but with amazing origins. Other stories you may not have heard, but really should. All stories are sources from world folklore, but are retold for modern ears. These are the stories of wizards, knights, Vikings, dragons, princesses and kings of the time when the world outside the map was a dangerous and wonderful place.
Page 2 Of Valderbilt has already been underestimated once, but if you attack the king, don't think you're going to get away with it. Jagul and Genfit took millions of dollars from Commodus, and they want the world to know that this was a very humiliating defeat for Commodus. - INNOVATION: Valderbilt after the defeat began to again look
for a competitive advantage he realizes that too many railways were built so that the future of the industry is not able to build more tracks, but in the transportation of new trips. If Valderbilt can dominate the market with a new product that he can carry, one that can keep its trains full all the time, then it will be able to control the rail industry
and Commodus knew exactly where to look. Oil has revolutionized the whole country, crude oil is refined to get kerosene a safe economic source to get light, and that mode of light will change people's lifestyles. Kerosene is a phenomenon that will change the world forever and Valderbilt knows that this is his chance to get cash. Valderbilt
sees that the demand for kerosene is growing all over the country, he knows that to increase demand kerosene producers will need a new way of transporting oil, if Walderbilt can dominate the oil transportation market, will be pushed to the top of the rail industry what you need to do is find a supplier. - MAINTENANCE or
PERSEVERANCE: Cleveland is a city of just under 50 residents, but over the ocean of oil. Valderbilt learns about the construction of an oil refinery next to one of his railroad tracks in Cleveland is the perfect signal for his master plan. Valderbilt connects with the owner, who was a restless young oilman who hopes to pull out of nowhere in
the oil world, a young man called Rockefeller. At the age of 27, Rockefeller is taking his first steps in building his refining business, but his company is on the verge of defeat. Valderbilt believes the young man is capable of manipulating him. Valderbilt invites Rockefeller to a meeting in New York. For the young man this meeting was an
opportunity of his life, as he was very respectful of Valderbilt. - RESULT or PROGRESS: Rockefeller is ready to board a train, but his transport that mobilized him broke down and he was delayed to board a train for which it was a matter of fate, since the train was hurt in an accident and many people died. From that moment Rockefeller
saw his way as destiny, and in all that he put God first so Valderbilt thought he could manipulate him because he was now different because he was no longer afraid to face these situations, but took them as God put them in his destiny. Rockefeller decided to go to Valderbilt and meet him, so Valderbilt would realize that Rockefeller wasn't
what he expected. EVENIC SANCHESE INDUSTRIALS INDUSTRY: On April 14, 1865, five days after the civil war in which 6,000 people died, and with them President Abraham Linko, who was the last to die during the most secretive conflict in the United States, the country was divided and at a time when no one believed that it was
born a new era, a new generation, where the Rockefellers appeared , Fords, Carnegie they were the first stars of business rock, who set the new parameters of the American dream, owned a new literal and figurative frontier, who they are as a culture. They were people of persection, innovation, ingenuity like the world had never seen
before, and over the next 5 decades this small group would change history, driving the country to greatness. In 1865, a man named Cornelius Warderbilt appeared in New York, he was not a political man, but he was an artificial man of his existence, who by his absolute willpower turned the poor pier of the New York Bay into an empire,
his iron quickly became successful when he transported goods and passengers every corner of a growing country. It was better known as the Commodus. For 40 years he became the largest transport of goods and services, where he decided to sell all his ships to invest in the railway. He was the richest man in the country with $65
million, which will now be $75 billion today, but even his fortune won't help him escape the devastation of war. In 1866 all the people lamented the civil war, but he lamented alone how there he lost his son named Josh, who died very young in this war, he agonized, and it was also disturbing for Commodus because his son Josh had great
potential from each other that he was preparing him to take care of the family business now Commodus was forced to trust his son with less potential called William. Giving his son William the Commodus administration was very troubling to him. At his first meeting as a son William understood the clear message that entrepreneurs implied
him, and it was that the competition no longer saw Valderbilt, his father, as someone to fear, but where they saw the weakness of Commodus sees an opportunity to confirm his apartment and teach William what it means to be Valderbilt. The 2012 Story Series is about men who developed a bold vision and created the great industries
that were the basis of progress: fuel, rail, steel, transportation, cars and finance. Their paths crossed repeatedly. A New War Begins tells us how Cornelius Vanderbilt grew from a humble steamship entrepreneur to a railroad empire. Similarly, the story of John D. Rockefeller and his Standard Oil as he became a man who has amassed
more money in history. 2012 Story In the second episode, Andrew Carnegie constues his steel empire, but must fight against the ruthless tactics of his business partner, Henry Frick. This tension will affect the bloody strike of 1892. 2012 The story of JP Morgan continues to banish darkness with the DC power of Thomas Edison, but
soon they find serious competition with the alternating currents of George Westinhouse and Nicola Tesla. As the 19th century draws to a close, industry titans are trying to stop the threat of politician William Jennings Bryan, who is trying to abolish monopolies in North America. 2012 The story of Rockefeller, Carnegie and Morgan came
together to help elect William McKinley president of the United States in an attempt to prevent attacks on monopolies. But McKinley is assassinated and Vice President Theodore Roosevelt takes office, and begins monopolies in North America. Meanwhile, Morgan buys the Carnegie steel industry, making Carnegie the richest man in the
world. Henry Ford develops an affordable car with his T model and starts his business, Ford Motor Company, which establishes a new business model for the companies that will follow it. GIANTS OF INDUSTRY It all begins with a recount during the end of the civil war and how a new era of progress will emerge after all this.
In New
York. At 16 Cornelius Vanderbilt bought his first ferry, with a $100 loan that quickly gained his reputation, seeing that he would be able to do his best to get ahead. With his first ferry, he created a flotilla and quickly became number one in the transportation of cargo and passengers.
At the beginning of the time when building the
railways, Vanderbilt saw his future and decided to sell his entire fleet and invest it in the railways, making him one of the richest and most powerful characters.
But to have all this money and power was not enough for him, as over the years continued to regret the loss of his son in the civil war, which he taught and taught him to take
power from his father. Who has no choice but to trust his son William, was left with another.
Giving power to his son William and taking over, the competition has already seen Vanderbilt's strength vulnerable, which Vanderbilt decided to restore his power and show his son what Vanderbilt, who as the sole owner of the bridge
connecting the city of New York, decides to block him without leaving the competition.
With this blockade of the bridge I force competitors to sell all its shares before its value has dropped dramatically, that V upon reaching Vanderbilt's ears sends his son to buy as much as he could.
Vanderbilt built a large power plant called
Grand Central in New York, which joined the three railroad lines, and his ambitions were greater than he wanted to master all, wanting to have power all thwarted by two named actors, Jay Gould and Jim Fisk, which cost him millions.
Vanderbilt, seeing that he has been deceived, decides to rise stronger, seeking to transport new
comes, such as oil, a new light source, and sends for the young Rockefeller to offer a business in which the two will be defeated. venefied. blocklauncher pro apk old version
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